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I

n 2011 the National Security Space Strategy proclaimed that space
was a “congested, competitive, and contested” domain. Since then,
national security space professionals have paid considerable attention to the congested and contested aspects of the space domain.
Alarmingly, despite the United States’ dependence on commercial
space capabilities for national security requirements, there has been
little examination of the ways adversaries might influence commercial
markets to obtain military advantages. Specifically, what would happen if US adversaries made the space and cyberspace business risks
too great? Although some might find that concept outlandish, it is a
plausible threat that warrants consideration. If the US government
fails to prepare for such contingencies, the White House could lose decision and command and control (DC2) capability if worried vendors
say no to the nation that needs them.

Why Would They Say No?
It is a simple business truth—the commercial space operators who
augment US national space capabilities do so to generate revenues and
other business opportunities that are “good for business.” National security space professionals ignore this and assume that commercial
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space operators will always be willing to offer their capabilities to
Washington despite significant space and cyberspace risks. Instead,
they mistakenly assume that commercial space operators universally
view the loss of government service purchases as “bad for business”
and they will tolerate great risks to avoid those losses. Although that
was true previously, emerging market trends are diminishing that
once considerable cachet. Space companies can tolerate losses of government business far better than they could ten years ago.
Currently, the US government relies on commercial augmentation
for at least 40 percent of its military DC2 requirements. These include
such operational staples as high-resolution satellite imagery, unmanned aerial systems (UAS), and Blue Force Tracking (BFT). However, Washington’s purchases generate less revenue than demand from
the energy (natural gas and oil), land management (forestry and mining), and commercial communications (television, radio, and broadband) sectors.1 Respectively, those sectors represent greater potential
for business growth than sales to the US government—especially when
one considers the dilemmas posed by shrinking government budgets
over the next decade. In the commercial satellite communications sector
alone, some estimates project opportunities for five to 15 percent
growth while government purchases of similar services only represent
opportunities for a maximum of five percent growth.2 In many cases,
it is no exaggeration that a number of commercial space operators
need Washington less than it needs them.
Adversaries can exploit that disparity of need to limit America’s access to commercial space capabilities by holding revenues and growth
opportunities at risk during crises. Many adversaries can launch missiles, operate lasers, create jamming, or wage cyber attacks that can
make the cost of doing business with the US government too high with
relative ease.
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What Threats Could Influence Them to Say No?
As previously stated, adversaries opposed to US interests can bring
an impressive array of threats to bear against commercial space operators
to make it too risky for them to do business with the US government
during a crisis. For example, DigitalGlobe and Astrium Geo-Information
Services provide imagery to the US government using remote sensing
platforms in low Earth orbit (LEO). Those assets are vulnerable to
direct-ascent antisatellite (DA ASAT) missiles like the SC-19 that China
used to destroy its FY-1C satellite- and ground-based lasers that illuminated US reconnaissance satellites.3 For companies like DigitalGlobe,
operating satellites costing $300 million in LEO without protective
capabilities, destruction of a satellite, or damage to an imaging sensor
could jeopardize revenues they depend on for survival.4 Faced with
such threats to expensive revenue-generating assets, companies might
“turn off,” reorient imaging sensors during passes over certain areas,
or curtail business with the US government.
Satellites in geosynchronous Earth orbit (GEO) or stationary orbits
that support UASs and BFT are safe from ground-based DA ASATs and
lasers but remain vulnerable to radio frequency interference (RFI),
which is easy to cause. In some cases, a hostile actor only needs to
own an authorized equipment suite like the kind sold by Hughes or Intelsat and operate it in an improper configuration to overpower uplink
signals on a satellite.5 An adversary might also opt to keep a satellite
signal from reaching a user on the ground by operating downlink jammers from companies like C.T.S. Technology and Aviaconversiya Ltd. 6
Although the commercial satellite industry has means to deal with uplink interference, it can do little to protect paying customers from
downlink jamming. Knowing these things, an adversary could potentially cause RFI against transmissions from satellites carrying US government users such that the interference disrupted other paying customers using the same spacecraft. If a commercial operator were
unable to mitigate RFI, clients might take their business to competitors
and a commercial operator might choose to drop US government traffic.
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Adversaries can also use a variety of cyberspace capabilities to influence commercial space operators during crises. For example, Internet
denial of service attacks can prevent companies from communicating
with their clients. Adversaries can also deploy malware to disable satellite command and control infrastructure and route terrestrial communications, or they can opt for complex command intrusions to reconfigure satellite subsystems in space.7 At the same time, adversaries
can execute industrial espionage to expose sensitive client data, compromise intellectual property, and reveal business plans from commercial space operators’ computer networks. Such actions could cause
stock devaluations, a loss of business, and undermine competitive advantages.8 Many of those actions have already occurred. Cyber miscreants have attempted command intrusions against the US Geological
Survey’s Landsat-7 and NASA’s Terra satellites and absconded with sensitive satellite design data from US space companies.9 In the future,
those trends will likely continue in volume and severity.

Why Would an Adversary Want to Make Them Say No?
It makes strategic sense for adversaries to target commercial space
operators supporting Washington during future crises. Inviting swift retaliation with a “space Pearl Harbor” against America does not make
asymmetrical sense. Cutting off the United States from commercial
space augmentation in a gradual fashion could allow adversaries to
slow down the red, white, and blue juggernaut.10 Adversaries with
enough patience could use the same methods to achieve larger strategic
goals and avoid serious confrontations with the United States altogether.
For example, keeping commercial assets in LEO from imaging
events in areas like the Ukraine and Sudan can limit the ability to justify sanctions or military actions against aggressors. As the Pentagon
and Foggy Bottom struggle, hostile forces can take advantage of those
delays to force native people off their lands, seize mineral wealth, and
solidify territorial claims.11 Meanwhile, interfering with commercial assets in GEO that support UASs would allow adversaries to limit a comNovember–December 2014
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batant commander’s (CCDR) situational awareness in key areas like
the East China Sea or the Straits of Hormuz.12 If the United States did
manage to observe aggressive acts, adversary interference could disrupt BFT and undermine large-scale distributed logistics needed to
muster a response force to counter adversary moves.13
The most attractive aspect of disrupting commercial space support
of the United States for an adversary during a crisis is an opportunity
to degrade Washington’s DC2 advantages without creating casus belli.14
The United States is not required to retaliate for laser illumination of a
commercial spacecraft that keeps it from sending imagery to an Air Force
Eagle Vision platform.15 Similarly, there is no obligation to respond to adversary-generated RFI against satellite links that support UAS and BFT.
In contrast, commercial space operators have contractual obligations
to the customers paying premium rates for satellite services and to the
investors who derive benefit from the value of those sales. Interference targeted against commercial space operators for doing business
with Washington represents serious threats to company revenues. If
the US government does not understand this or is unwilling to respond
to such interference, commercial space operators might not have any
recourse but to restrict or terminate their business with Washington in
order to protect themselves.

Are There Precedents for Saying No?
Companies like Eutelsat, Intelsat, and Nilesat have dropped statesponsored content from Russia, Iran, and Syria. They responded to
world tensions caused by Moscow’s forays into Georgia, Tehran’s nuclear
program, and the Arab Spring abuses in Damascus.16 Those actions
show that commercial satellite operators are willing to deny services to
governments in the interest of preserving business with other clients.
However, it is hard to consider those examples as precedents for the issues at the heart of this paper. None of those companies refused their
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services to a government because they feared an adversary would target their businesses.
While the commercial space industry currently offers no historical
precedent for those types of concerns, another industry does. For
years, commercial augmentation has been essential to the United
States’ strategic force projection capability—particularly regarding
long-range airlift. As with commercial space, the United States relies
on the commercial sector for 37 percent of the long-haul airlift for
rapid force projection capability, responses to crises, and delivery of
aid to foreign partners. During the twilight of the Nixon administration, the situation was very much the same, but the White House’s access to those capabilities suffered in the face of world tensions.17
In October 1973, Soviet-backed Arab forces attacked Israel across the
Golan Heights and the Sinai Peninsula during what became known as
the Yom Kippur War. As Israeli forces suffered terrible losses, Arab
forces closed in and pushed the Jewish state to the edge of defeat.18
Golda Meir’s government called for resupply to their forces, and President Nixon expected to do so with a commercial airlift. Commercial
flights would not disrupt the withdrawal of US forces from Southeast
Asia or exacerbate tensions with the Soviets or oil-producing Arab
states.19
To Washington’s chagrin, American companies refused to place their
planes, personnel, and profits at risk when the White House and Pentagon called on them. Companies feared that Arab states would drive
up fuel prices, cut them off from transit routes, and contribute to increased air piracy that would undermine their bottom lines.20
As a result, Pentagon planners had to reallocate strategic airlift
forces from the drawdown in Southeast Asia to support the Operation
Nickel Grass (ONG) resupply of Israeli forces. Arab forces used the delay to inflict heavy losses on Israeli forces and secure territorial gains.
Washington had no way to provide desperately needed aid to a key ally
during a crisis because it had no plan to help the commercial sector
offset risks associated with helping the White House during a crisis.
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The basic lesson from ONG should speak loudly to national security
space professionals. Despite Washington’s cachet as a customer, American companies have refused to help when adversaries threatened business operations. It is simply a matter of time before the threat of
adversary interference drives commercial space operators to do what
their air cargo cousins did in 1973.

What Can We Do to Keep Them from Saying No?
Air Force Space Command (AFSPC) has an array of capabilities that
could help commercial space operators overcome interference by an
adversary.21 However, it will be necessary to do more than ad hoc taskings of AFSPC units to deal with interference or to nominate important
signals and networks for placement on a CCDR’s defended asset list. In
the future, the command will need to change how it interacts with
commercial space operators fundamentally.
First, AFSPC needs to develop space and cyber professionals with a
broader range of expertise than recent science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) recruitment efforts produce. In the
future, it will not be enough to have a space and cyberspace workforce
that understands the technical intricacies of space systems and their
associated ground networks but knows little about the business operations behind them. AFSPC should consider adopting a “STEM-B” recruiting strategy that brings personnel with technically oriented business degrees into the space and cyber workforce. Further, once the
command recruits those personnel, it needs to do a better job of tracking and utilizing them in the selection process for advanced academic
degree programs.
To that end, AFSPC should create a commander’s industrial research
initiative (CIRI) to spur research into critical business matters that affect space. Shrinking headquarters staffs do not and will not have time
or resources for that research. Under a CIRI, AFSPC could competitively select space and cyberspace personnel for attending the Air
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Force Institute of Technology, National Intelligence University, Air
Command and Staff College, and Air War College. These people should
work on space industrial research topics and then go to follow-on assignments to AFSPC, Fourteenth Air Force, or Twenty-Fourth Air Force
headquarters to put their research to practical use. To keep those officers’
skills honed, the final element of CIRI would be a short-duration
internship during the follow-on assignment to deepen their understanding of market forces and technical issues.22
AFSPC also needs to work with US Strategic Command (USSTRATCOM)
for inclusion of threats to commercial space in the latter’s 8000-series
contingency plans.23 Currently, it is not clear how much of those plans
are applicable to commercial space operators or to the capabilities
AFSPC and USSTRATCOM can use to protect them from targeted interference. There could be significant challenges under US Code Title 10
and Title 50. These define how AFSPC can use capabilities to protect
terrestrial networks used by commercial space operators inside the
United States. There could be liability concerns if the Pentagon used
space and cyber capabilities to protect a commercial space operator
and caused collateral damage in the process. The only way to address
those challenges is to begin planning for them now. Failure to do so
places the nation at risk of experiencing the same dilemma that occurred during ONG. Without meaningful plans to address threats directed at their business interests, commercial space operators will be
no more likely to support the United States during future crises than
the commercial air transport industry was in 1973.
With plans developed, they must be tested and evaluated, and
AFSPC should work with USTRATCOM to create short-sprint exercises
to test planning assumptions, courses of action, and authorities for
critical commercial space capabilities. Ideally, such exercises would
use industrial relations findings developed during AFSPC’s “Schriever
Wargames” and the National Reconnaissance Office’s (NRO) “Thor’s
Hammer” war game.” Commercial space operators need to be involved.24
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Currently, industrial partners rarely participate in recurring exercises like Global Lightning and Global Thunder for a variety of security and procedural reasons. The same is also true for the Defense Information Systems Agency, the National Geospatial-Intelligence
Agency, and at least five other federal agencies that act as the primary
liaisons between the Department of Defense and commercial space
vendors.25 Because of that, personnel at the Joint Space Operations
Center and US Cyber Command operations centers do not get the benefit
of training with commercial representatives they would call for support during a conflict. Further, the infrequent participation of key federal
agencies in recurring exercises means AFSPC and USSTRATCOM
rarely get to evaluate how those organizations will fit within a joint interagency coordination group (JIACG) in a crisis. That kind of training
needs to start happening as soon as possible. It will be too late to figure
out how to preserve commercial augmentation after a crisis begins,
and an adversary has already started interfering with commercial space
operators.
Finally, AFSPC needs to organize better to facilitate its access to
commercial space partners and their respective capabilities, which adversaries will likely target. AFSPC should organize an operations-focused
commercial capabilities office (CCO) at the numbered air force level.
The CCO would facilitate real-time information sharing, ease requirements updates, disseminate warnings of interference, and coordinate
AFSPC and USSTRATCOM plans and responses.26 Industry partners
have asked the Pentagon to set up similar entities.Those efforts faltered for bureaucratic reasons or were diluted because they were
formed under the auspices of obscure working groups better suited for
policy development than for operations.27 AFSPC should take the lead
to reverse those trends and set up CCOs that can facilitate real-time interactions with commercial space operators and the operations centers
and coordinate with intelligence community organizations such as the
NRO Operations Center.
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Conclusion
In the future, as the United States’ dependence on commercial space
capabilities increases, adversaries will be inclined to drive a wedge between the White House and the commercial space operators it depends on for DC2. Adversaries will want to make it too risky for commercial space operators to offer capabilities to the United States. If
they succeed, the White House and the Pentagon might not be able to
take decisive action. National security space professionals that AFSPC
recruits and fosters need to reconsider current relationships with commercial space operators and better understand the business interests
that drive them. With those space professionals, AFSPC and USSTRATCOM
should develop plans to mitigate threats to commercial space partners.
In addition, AFSPC must help test those plans and organize space and
cyber professionals to support critical commercial space partnerships.
Without these efforts, commercial space operators will have little reason
to accept the business risks associated with helping the United States
during a crisis. 
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ment Wargames that utilized the space and cyberspace game scenarios from Schriever
Wargames V and X. The author also participated in Schriever Wargame XII as a member of
the HQ AFSPC staff. Although game scenarios examine a wide variety of concerns, they do
not normally explore underlying business concerns that affect the concerns of commercial
space operators that augment national US capabilities. To explore such issues in depth, specific focus sessions are required before the main game events transpire.
26. The benefit of placing such an office at the numbered air force level is that each
numbered air force has an operations center that commands and controls operations in support of a joint force commander. Placing the office at the staff level instead of within the operations center itself can alleviate many security and proprietary data concerns in the hectic
environment of an operations floor and still offer close proximity to personnel commanding
and controlling space and cyberspace operations.
27. Werner, “Cover Story.”
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